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Zirax announces signing frame contract to deliver UniPell TM 

Industrial anhydrous calcium chloride  pellets for one of specialty rubber derivatives maker in USA  
 
 

 
Zirax (further referred to as Zirax or Company), one of the global leaders in developing, manufacturing, 

marketing and supplying of specialty chemicals based on synthetic anhydrous calcium chloride delivered for 

worldwide customer database, including oilfield service companies, hydrocarbon producers, food industry, 
mining, construction industries, as well as companies specialized in road winter maintenance, is pleased to 

announce signing contract to deliver high purity synthetic anhydrous UniPell TM Calcium Chloride pellets for 
one of the leader in global market of special rubber derivatives located in USA. Name of the customer is not 

disclosed.  

 
High-purity synthetic calcium chloride anhydrous pellets branded as UniPellTM combine more than 60 various 

high end applications, which include concrete acceleration, moisture absorption, anti-dusting basis for gravel 
roads, as well as in mining operations and many others.  

 
Zirax meanwhile continues to develop new advanced industrial applications specifically for high-purity 

synthetic calcium chloride.  

 
High-purity synthetic anhydrous calcium chloride UniPell TM is not only up-to-date and convenient 

technological solution for many customer companies. Being synthetic this is solution that quality-wise 
surpasses several by-product CaCl2 produced by other companies, that take CaCl2 liquor as waste from other 

chemical processes. The highest possible concentration of the product and the lowest content of impurities 

can be named as one of the main quality advantage of the product.  
 

This allows Zirax customers to save on logistics costs significantly and to guarantee the highest quality of 
their final products produced using UniPell TM synthetic calcium chloride. 

 
Zirax Overseas Business Development Manager, Anna Shevchenko, noted: 

 

"The main requirement from our USA partner was the highest product quality and low content of impurities. 
This is explained by the fact that this specific calcium chloride application by our respectable American 

partner requires exceptional quality characteristics of calcium chloride that can be provided only by product 
manufactured synthetically.  

 

UniPell TM is a stand alone product produced by the neutralization of calcium carbonate, that comes from own 
quarry of Zirax by high purity synthetic hydrochloric acid. In this regard, when we sent sample for testing, we 

were sure that we had more chances to get this deal  Good thing is that our US partner, that had already 
tested UniPell TM and gave positive comments, has about 30 production sites around the world and this fact 

allows Zirax to expect steady increasing of shipments to this company. ".  

 
 

About Zirax: 

Zirax is manufacturer and seller of specialty chemicals based on Calcium Chloride supplied to worldwide customer base.. 

Zirax Head Office is located in London, UK. Facilities are located in Russia and Western Europe. More information is 
available at www.zirax.com    

 
 


